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ABSTRACT: (HEALTH SYSTEM COMPARISON. UNIFORMITY, HETEROGENEITY AND PERFORMANCE). The 2008 financial and economic crisis has strongly strengthened the theme of sustainability of health expenditure and its rationalization. Since the second post-war period, institutions and scholars have widely investigated the so-called technical efficiency of health policies, looking for best practices and solutions able to combine results and resources better than the others. This contribution aims at verifying whether the overall picture that emerges provides clear policy guidance to decision makers; if not, to understand the related reasons and propose new perspectives of analysis. The approach adopted is that of the Italian "economia aziendale" tradition with an international outlook. It is specifically related to the consolidated experience of measurement and control systems, also in the perspective of company networks. The scientific literature of the past 15 years has been analyzed together with important institutional sources; databases from OECD, from World Health Organization and from the Sanitary Management Laboratory of Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies in Pisa have been consulted. The overall picture emerging from the reconnaissance is fragmentary and obscure, even contradictory in some cases. By abstraction and partial generalization, it is possible to argue that the various perspectives of the studies adopted by the scholars together with the different meaning of health performance are the possible causes. Measuring business outcomes or business systems, especially when proposed in a comparative perspective, presupposes indeed the identification of clear measures and indicators that should be designed in coherence with the contexts observed, notably structural and process characteristics. The contribution thus focuses on these aspects, mainly in methodological terms, in order to draw the attention of management scholars to the comparison of health systems, and wishing for their deeper involvement in the international debate. The final auspice is that a complementary view to the sociological, political, and macro-economic one will be offered to the politic decision makers soon.
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1. Introduzione

L’attenzione di istituzioni, studiosi e operatori nei confronti dei sistemi sanitari nazionali e regionali è cresciuta costantemente nel tempo. Negli ultimi 20 anni, in particolare, si è a lungo dibattuto sulla così detta efficienza tecnica delle politiche sanitarie, intesa quale capacità delle politiche pubbliche di perseguire performance sanitarie di qualità impiegando al meglio le risorse disponibili (tra gli altri, a mero titolo esemplificativo, ANDERSON et al., 2000, RETZLAF-ROBERTS et al., 2004, JOMARD et al., 2010; LOPEZ-CASANOVAS et al., 2015).

Con la crisi economica del 2008 sono aumentati vistosamente gli sforzi descrittivi ed interpretativi dei diversi sistemi sanitari, anche in termini comparativi (LEVY e SOBOLEV, 2016). La scarsità di risorse disponibili e i conseguenti tagli di spesa pubblica, infatti, hanno posto l’interrogativo del modello-tipo di sanità, nel legittimo tentativo di individuare gli aspetti istituzionali e le soluzioni produttive comparativamente più efficienti delle altre, anche per acquistare l’intero articolo:
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